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Abstract:	
  
An	
  understanding	
  of	
  place,	
  of	
  landscape,	
  is	
  intrinsic	
  to	
  identity.	
  
We	
  live	
  inevitably	
  within	
  a	
  cultural	
  landscape.	
  Our	
  mind	
  is	
  its	
  
backpack,	
  its	
  computer.	
  We	
  all	
  do	
  the	
  carrying.	
  
	
  
Nature	
  is	
  not	
  a	
  Background	
  addresses	
  the	
  Australia’s	
  cultural	
  
landscape,	
  from	
  environmental	
  process	
  to	
  an	
  historian’s	
  view	
  of	
  
1788	
  indigenous	
  reality,	
  from	
  the	
  astonishments	
  of	
  first	
  settlers	
  to	
  
the	
  assertion	
  that	
  after	
  250	
  years	
  we	
  are	
  still	
  coming	
  to	
  terms	
  with	
  
the	
  landscape	
  processes	
  of	
  the	
  continent	
  as	
  if	
  we	
  were	
  grappling	
  
with	
  the	
  unknown.	
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Nature is not a Background: Art, Design and the Australian Landscape.

By
James Darling

‘The cultural landscape is fashioned from a natural landscape by a cultural group.
Culture is the agent, the natural area is the medium, the cultural landscape is the
result.’ 1
Carl O Sauer, The Morphology of landscape.
‘Landscapes are culture before they are nature; constructs of the imagination…’ 2
Simon Sharma, Landscape and Memory.

Landscape and Identity
A cultural landscape is a combination of the processes of nature and the perceived
interventions of humankind.
I am a farmer. A farm is a type of cultural landscape.
As a teenager from the city, I first experienced Duck Island, the land I now manage,
as bush under water.
I had never seen anything like it.
It was another world.
For Carl Sauer, culture is the shaping force and the physical environment is the
medium through which culture acts. The simplicity and precision of his words build a
high arch. There have been numerous attempts to define what cultural landscape
means: many have tried to express its architecture, but Sauer’s arch stands clear
and all encompassing.

Images: Unless otherwise acknowledged, all images taken by the author.
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Carl O Sauer, The Morphology of Landscape, 1925, University of California Publications, 2 (2) 19-53.
Simon Sharma, Landscape and Memory, Vintage Books, 1996, P 61.
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I was born and bred in Melbourne. I didn’t know what a watercourse was.
Furthermore, Sauer pointed the way towards a land ethic that we might all hold in
common, ‘a responsible stewardship of the sustaining earth’. 3
We all impact our landscapes.
Nature is not a background.
Landscapes are culture.
Simon Sharma insists that ‘…all our landscapes, from the city park to the mountain
hike, are imprinted with our tenacious, inescapable obsessions’. 4
At the kernel of Simon Sharma’s momentous Landscape and Memory, its sweeping
carnival of ideas, is his obsession with ‘landscape’, evolving from the Dutch
‘landschap’, a unit of human occupation.
The book opens new possibilities to discovering the full panoply of cultural landscape,
including a place of the mind, of natural form and human design, of the unexplored,
the substratum of the prescient, its myth and mystery.
For Sharma, landscape can never be limited to a framed version of place, an artistic
genre that expresses a particular rendition of locality. The frame is a product of
culture, of tradition.
‘And in that split instant of framing, the old culture-creatures re-emerge from their lair,
trailing the memories of generations behind them.’ 5
Landscape painting expects validation, recognition.
Bill Gammage’s The Biggest Estate on Earth, How Aborigines made Australia, 6
uses early European paintings of landscape as evidence that aboriginal burning was
responsible for the park-like areas of luxuriant grass, sparsely interspersed by tall
trees, that the early settlers were astonished to find.
As a teenager, the paintings that framed my growing up – Nolan, Drysdale, Boyd,
Tucker, Williams – were like blasts in the face when first viewed. The works
transplanted. They dumped you elsewhere. Allegorical, mythological, the dead heart,
the slash of a helmet, parrots upside down in blue air, perishing heat, interracial
marriage, sex, loneliness, fragmentation, decay. Suffering and epiphany. The
search for identity.
From the 21st century perspective, those works are seen as traditional, built on
precursors, framed full of history and heavy with baggage.
But in my cultural memory, nothing will efface those first, unimagined blasts in the
face.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Sauer, Ibid.
Sharma, P 18
	
  
Ibid, P 12
Bill Gammage, The Biggest Estate on Earth, How Aborigines Made Australia, Allen & Unwin, 2011.
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Fundamental to the biodiversity of a multicultural world is how each culture sees,
values, and expresses their own experiences and identity.
Language and art underpin, and gives clues to, the many histories of cultural
perception. Design, with its formality of order and foundation, is an intrinsic
component of the building blocks of language and art. By extension, design is
integral to the shape and body of cultural landscape.
Good design underscores the choreography of a farm.
Duck Island Partners (DIP), Lesley Forwood and I, manage conservation land and
agricultural land.
Good design is basic to ease of management, the fluidity of its choreography through
the seasons.
Farm design must fit the enterprise, the
annual requirements of the land, and, in
Duck Island’s case, the disciplines of
saltland agronomy.

DIP’s main enterprise is growing composite
cattle for the EU market. Half our females
calve in the autumn and half in the spring,
about 500 in each herd. We run on average
about 2750 cattle.

Good design costs little more than bad
design. Its rewards are immediate and
long lasting. It lightens the load. It
expresses stewardship.

For DIP, good design means layout on the
ground, how conservation land and
agricultural land are defined, how to fence,
how to make paddocks with different land
types and of different sizes, where to plant
trees, how to link roads, the water system
and laneways to the yards and sheds and
house.

Art and design are functions of everyday
life.
Our farm is our largest work of art.

Cattle yards design should enable animals to
move through them with a minimum of fuss.

Lesley and I are conceptual artists.	
  

	
  

James Darling & Lesley Forwood, Circle 1 – Roots across the World
12.5 tonnes mallee roots, 5.0m diam x 1,4m ht x 0.8m wth, La Defense, Paris Summer
Festival 2006, Paris. France.
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Our ephemeral installations, built on-site with tonnes of Duck Island mallee roots,
make social, political and environmental statements. The materials are fundamental
to the statements we make.
“Mallee roots are quintessentially Australian. They
speak of land, culture and genealogy. They speak
of the evolution of our continent and confront our
present day understanding of its history, ecology
and management.”
James Darling
“Malleeroot as metaphor”
Museum of Economic Botany
(edited by Peter Emmett & Tony Kanellos), 2010, P166-168

In 21st century Australia we need to give due
credence to how art informs, and design underpins,
cultural landscape.

“The lignotubers of the mallee
gum are heavy, dense, rock-hard
bulbous forms that sprout a spikey
maze of long tough roots that grip
the ground with the strength,
tenacity and acumen necessary for
survival in hot dry sand-based
landscapes.
“Mallee is an Aboriginal name for
the many-stemmed species of
eucalypt which grow, generally
from two to nine metres in height,
across the arid regions of much of
the Australian continent.”
Ibid

Design is integral to Carl Sauer’s principle of “…responsible stewardship of the
sustaining earth”: how it might be understood and enacted.
I question whether Duck Island would qualify.

	
  

James Darling & Lesley Forwood
Everyone lives downstream
11.5 tonnes mallee roots 3.1m ht x 27.0m l x 1.2m widthTree trunk: 2.9m ht x 2.9m widths
Greenaway Art Gallery, Adelaide, SA, Australia, 2004
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The Primacy of Grass
‘Summer feed is priceless in Australia. In summer most native annuals seed; exotic
annuals die; native perennials thrive. Importantly most perennials tolerate fire. Burn
them in summer and they reshoot green. Burn annuals and they die. This fact is
critical to understanding 1788 management.’ 7
‘For it seems to me that neither the frontiers between the wild and the cultivated, nor
those that lie between the past and the present, are so easily fixed… we… carry a
bulging backpack of myth and recollection… The sum of our parts, generation laid
over generation, like the slow mould of the seasons, forms the compost of our future.
We live off it.’ 8

An acknowledgement of the extent of the degradation of Australian land, both farm
land and areas dedicated to conservation, underlies the daunting imperative of
finding a language to express a land ethic that is practical, that is in tune with the
natural processes of the Australian continent, and that can encompass endurance,
myth and memory.
Bill Gammage presents the landscape paintings and written words of early
Europeans as firsthand evidence of what they found. The open plains, thick with
luxuriant herbs and grasses but with few trees, were as bountiful as they were
puzzling. They saw dense woodlands on ranges, often eking out an existence, but
few trees on the low fertile plains where you might expect them to grow in profusion.
Most Europeans neither appreciated nor recognised Aboriginal burning, though the
keen eye of Charles Darwin observed on the 19th Jan. 1836:
‘The woodland is so open that a person on horseback can gallop through it. It is
traversed by a few flat-bottomed valleys, which are green and free from trees:
in such spots the scenery was pretty like that of a park. In the whole country I
scarcely saw a place without the marks of a fire; whether these had been more
or less recent – whether the stumps were more or less black, was the greatest
change which varied the uniformity.’ 9
Bill Gammage repeatedly quotes early Europeans coming across areas of prolific
grasslands interspersed by trees like the grounds of an English gentleman, ‘as if
planted by the hand of art’. 10
He asserts that indigenous Australians managed the continent that ‘they thought of
as single and universal’ from Tasmania to Cape York. ‘They first managed country
for plants…Then they managed for animals.’ 11

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Gammage, P 109
Sharma, P 574
Gammage,
P 191
	
  
Gammage quotes “a tourist in Victoria”; “Associations” footnote 28, “1841-2. RD Murray 135”, P193
Ibid P 3
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He projects himself into the area of the botanical agronomist: ‘In 1788 people judged
that grass needed rich soil more than trees, and moved forest to suit. Being able to
do that made almost any plant distribution possible.’ 12
The primacy of grass links Bill Gammage with maverick, NSW farmer, Peter
Andrews.
Each asserts very differing accounts of the impact of indigenous Australians on their
landscape.
It invites the question: What was the nature of the continent before human
occupation?
Devoid of human beings, does it qualify as a cultural landscape or has it only
become one through the discipline of constructing geographical memory?
Peter Andrews speaks with an abrasive, practical vernacular when he speaks of how
the Australian landscape renewed and sustained itself before human habitation. He
is a farmer who has honed his understanding of the landscape processes of the
continent until the simplicity he propounds can be viewed from any vantage point
and still hold. He expresses how nature works.
I am setting to one side Peter’s idiosyncrasies, his obsessions, his mythologies, our
common cultural baggage, and I am specifically referring to his understanding of the
processes of evolutionary design, nature’s landscape building blocks, which cannot
be ignored.
In Back from the Brink Peter Andrews tackles sustainability by saying that the
starting point for investigation is:
‘…the knowledge that the Australian environment had survived and flourished
for millions of years… How did our environment run itself so successfully? If we
could find out the answer to that, how our environment used to be… we might
be able to reinstate at least some of the natural process that kept the
environment functioning for all those millions of years.’ 13
As he sees it, the over-arching clues to sustainability must be found in plant
biodiversity and the functioning hydrology of the landscape before human
intervention. Fundamental to his understanding is the acknowledgement that the
best environmental managers are plants. Plants make soil. Plants make the planet.
Andrews is a trenchant critic of aboriginal burning because it promoted the loss of
topsoil, depleted the collective strength of plant biodiversity and degraded the
Australia’s extraordinary elevated floodplain systems.

12. Gammage quotes “a tourist in Victoria”; “Associations” footnote 28, “1841-2. RD Murray 135, P 192
13. Peter Andrews, Back from the Brink, ABC Books, 2006, P 1
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‘The Australian landscape suffers from inadequate description. We have not
understood landscape processes and we have not given due place and due
regard to the make-up, the components, of our many and varied landscapes.
Those who do comprehend these processes are yet to find a language that
expresses that awareness and make it available to all Australians.’ 14
Immigrating, crossing the frontiers of present and past, the known and the unknown,
we carry more than seeds for the compost of the future.
The inevitable baggage of the European immigrant was the cultural landscape of
birth, experience and history. The landscape they left framed their hopes, their
anticipations. Culture shaped who they were.
The landscape they found was unimagined in all respects. The misreading of what
they found exposed innate deficiencies, deficiencies overlaid with tradition, its
insistent myths and enduring memories.
The first Europeans knew nothing about indigenous culture or the intimacies of
management of the land to which they had come.
How far have we come since then and how far are we willing to go?
250 years after white settlement, we are still coming to terms with the landscape
processes of the continent as if we were grappling with the unknown.

14. James Darling, A Philosophy for Salt, Productive Use & Rehabilitation of Saline Land National Conference,
Naracoorte, 1999.
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Culture and Cultivation
‘Most observers, lay and expert, are adamant that Aborigines were not farmers, and
did not farm. Farming people attach notions of civilization, even hierarchies of
civilization, to farming. They think agriculture more civilized and civilizing than
pastoralism, let alone hunter-gathering.’ 15
‘When farmers harm the environment you can be sure they do it out of ignorance.’ 16

When I came to make Duck Island my home in November 1976, the task was to
make a design for a farm from the bush, taking into account the few, unconnected
acres that had been cleared, while conserving as much native vegetation as possible.
The design, based on logic on the ground, was determined and still holds.
In the early years we grew strong young pasture,
maximizing the fertility, which is so apparent
after clearing.

Then came the 1981 flood.

We sowed lupins and clover on the
sand hills and a different mix of
clovers and grasses on the
watercourse flats. In most areas
the results beat all expectation.
After reaping the lupins, weeds
grew to a height that would have
made Peter Andrews proud.

It was a salutary experience.
The depth and duration of flooding drowned out every single acre of wet country
pasture and put massive stress on our sand hills.
All agricultural advice was wrong.
As the floods receded, we sowed the bare ground in the hope of growing cover. All
we did was activate the salt and make it harder for plants to survive.
The one plant whose seed survived to germinate
after the flood was the water-tolerant, salttolerant grass, Puccinellia ciliata.

Puccinellia is grown from a tiny
seed which originated from eastern
Turkey. We first purchased it from
a seed merchant in Esperance,
WA, in 1978. DIP began harvesting
puccinellia seed in 1983.

The fine-leaved, highly palatable plant became
the foundation of Duck Island’s saltland
agronomy system whose key element is keeping
a cover over watercourse flats through the heat of the summer, to shade the ground,
to keep the high watertable down and to keep salt to its minimum impact.
Do not to try to get rid of the salt. There is too much.
Acknowledge salt’s presence. Understand its properties. Manage it to its minimum
impact.
15. Gammage, P 198
16. Andrews, P 5
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DIP established the first scientific trials
focusing on finding out the best
management of puccinellia in conjunction
with Tim Hermann, Primary Industries SA,
in 1992.
In 1996 I became founding chairman of
Saltland Solutions Inc., a small group of
intrepid farmers and agronomists who were
the most effective proponents of saltland
agriculture across Australia during the
organization’s 10 year life-span. Saltland
Solutions members successfully advocated
that saltland agriculture be acknowledged,
researched and funded as an integral
component of Australian agriculture.
Puccinelia ciliata, the most productive
plant for Duck Island’s saltland agronomy.

	
  

In Peter Andrew’s farm design it is the lowest level, the grasslands, that best traps,
utilizes and recycles fertility that has gravitated from the upper levels. ‘Grass is more
successful at supressing salt than any other plant I know,’ he writes.17	
  
The establishment of environmental health begins with revegetating the land and
reinstating watertables manipulated by gravity, the hydrological system that nature
devised.
Biodiversity, the production of green plant material, the spread of fertility and the
storage of in-ground water, are the essential prerequisites that underwrite how the
landscape sustains and re-invigorates itself.
‘I view the landscape as a living organism. All the processes that occur in a
living body occur in some form in the landscape. The landscape needs a
vascular system with its own flow pattern and its own storage pattern, the
landscape needs energy. It needs water. It needs to be able to move nutrients
around. It needs to maintain a natural chemical balance.’ 18
But first a landscape needs to be perceived, populated, and inhabited.
Is it possible that, when the first European settlors arrived in Australia, the sights
they saw and described in great detail, correspond to what Peter Andrew exhorts us
to reinstate?
‘Landscapes are culture before they are nature; constructs of the imagination onto
wood and water and rock.’ 19
And, being Australian, I would add, besides onto wood, water and rock, into fire.
Onto rock, but into fire. Unquestionably fire.

17. Andrews, P 77
18. Ibid, P 48
19.	
   Sharma P 61
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John Glover (1767-1849), Mills Plains, 1836, oil on canvas, presented by the George Adams Estate, 1935, AG3,
Tasmanian Museum and Art Gallery.

‘There is a remarkable peculiarity in the Trees in this Country,” Glover wrote,
‘however numerous, they rarely prevent your tracing through them the whole
distant Country.” He added that this view “gives a good idea of the thickly (sic)
wooded part of the Country; it is possible almost every where, to drive a
Carriage as easily as in a Gentleman’s Park in England.’ Gammage

Gammage refers to particular landscape paintings by John Glover and John Michael
Skipper as examples that
‘…illustrate distinct fire regimes, in different seasons, with different timings. To
burn patterns so complex in terrain so varied needs intricate knowledge of
plants and fire, visionary planning, and skill and patience greater than anything
modern Australia has imagined.’ 20

20. Gammage, John Glover, Mills’ Plains, Ben Lomond, Ben Loder and Ben Nevis in the distance, Tasmania, c 1832-4
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John Michael Skipper, Australia 1815-1833, Onkaparinga, South Australia,
watercolour on paper, 12.1 x 17.4cm, Morgan Thomas Bequest Fund, 1942,

Adelaide,
Gallery of South Australia.

	
  
.

“The view is south of Adelaide a year or so after settlement, looking west across
the Onkaparinga to the low coast dunes of Port Noarlunga South...
Skipper depicts no undergrowth, and trees in clumps, implying fire about every
three years to make grass. Foreground hills are burnt, but forest fringes distant
dunes…”20

Already we are in the realm where art and myth attest to the validity of cultural
landscape.
Art includes the seeing that requires imagination, recognitions of the inner eye. It
includes the backpack of time, its histories and recollections. Its acknowledgings,
forgettings and unknowns.

20. Gammage, John Michael Skipper, Onkaparinga, South Australia, 1838 (P 40), P 43.
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Fire and Fertility
‘Five features marked 1788 fire. It was planned; it was precise; it could be repeated
hence predicted; it was organised locally, and it was universal – like songlines it
united Australia…. Far from feared enemy, fire was closest ally.’ 21
‘Anthropological evidence suggests that before the Aborigines arrived the landscape
was burnt out very rarely. The burn cycle then would have been as much as once
every 300 years. Once aborigines had established themselves in the country, the
burn cycle was every two or three years.’ 22
Fire is like myth: indubitably present, relentlessly elusive.
You can express its mobility, its voracious fierceness, fire’s gale of sound, its
shrivelling, its ash, but how do you express immolating heat?
Controlled fires require planning, preparation and orchestrated execution.
It is an organizational and environmental skill that needs to be re-found, re-learnt and
funded as a necessary tool of conservation as well as in the interests of public safety.
It is necessary to think of fire as an intrinsic part of the management of the Australian
landscape.
On Duck Island and surrounding Gum Lagoon Conservation Park, forbidden to burn,
we lost 7,500ha of native vegetation due to lightning strikes that unleashed a
firestorm in the afternoon of Tuesday 21st November 2006.

The oil-induced inflammable qualities of ti-tree,(Melaleuca brevifolia), during prescribed burn, Gum Lagoon
Conservation Park, 15:10:08.
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In the roulette of nature, the native vegetation was an inferno waiting to happen.
It turned 7500ha to blackened sticks and ash in a matter of a few hours.

Duck Island’s watercourses and ribbons of hills, 23:2:07, after November 2006 fire.	
  

‘Sixty thousand years ago, just before the Aborigines arrived, Australia had a
forest mix very different from todays. One-third of all the tree were palms, onethird conifers and the other third consisted of a variety of tree types, only one of
which was eucalypt. It was an extremely biodiverse landscape. Burning by
Aborigines reduced the biodiversity to a fraction of what it had been; Europeans
settlers reduced it again. The result: gums make up 90% of Australia’s forest
mix. Or, to put it more plainly, nine out of ten trees growing in Australia are gum
trees.’23

23. Andrews, P 150
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The ancient understory vanished and with each fire, Andrews asserts, eucalypts
grew more dominant until they ‘…have come to form a virtual monoculture across
much of Australia’. 24
It is a cornerstone of Peter Andrews’ thinking is that biodiversity underpins a
successfully functioning landscape, especially one with the extreme conditions of
Australia. Nature decreed that the movement of fertility and water were inevitably
interconnected, especially in the hot, flat geography of the continent, sometimes
above ground, but mostly within the ground.
He goes into detail about the design of the floodplains that existed over much of
inland Australia. He describes them a series of wetland steps, each wetland step
spilling slowly down into the next step, and how the movement of water and fertility
was controlled by plants. There weren’t rivers as we know them, but watercourses
that sometime narrowed but often spread kilometres, slow and wide, before the next
step.
All farmers grow plants. The primary function of plants is to extract carbon from the
carbon dioxide in the air by photosynthesis, sunlight and air, free of charge.
‘The green surface area of a landscape represents the productivity of that landscape.’
25

Peter Andrews is irascible, obsessive and unapologetic in his advocacy that all
plants - and he means ALL plants - have a role and function, while advocating
upgrading pastures by mulching, by encouraging biodiversity and by building up the
carbon content of the soil.
He describes Australia as made up of ‘…intense, localized cycling systems in which
fertility was moved slowly downhill by gravity from higher woodlands to lower
grasslands and was just as slowly returned up the woodlands by birds, insects and
animals from the grasslands’. 26
The 3-levelled system became his paradigm for a sustainable farm.

‘The same cycle is repeated today. When land is degraded, coarse vegetation
mainly takes over. As the coarse vegetation breaks down and the carbon
content of the soil is raised to a critical point, the conditions are right again for
grass. The thing to understand here is that plants make soil. Soil is sand and
clay with plant material added. Whatever there is in soil that makes it fertile has
been put there by plants.’ 27

24.
25.
26.
	
  
27.

Ibid, P 151
Ibid, P 117
Ibid, P 62
Andrews P 32
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Grass is the pinnacle of soil health: with the right fertility grass will out-compete and
out-produce the virulent plants (weeds) that produced the fertility, the organic matter,
the carbon.
Bill Gammage quotes extensively from early settler descriptions of luxuriant herbs
and grasses.
He asserts that in 1788 plants were burnt selectively, grass being the most closely
managed community of plants, grown from a mix of ash and compost, mostly for
hunting and sometimes for growing grains.
He quotes early Europeans waxing lyrical: ‘…as far as the eye can see… the country
covered with the finest grasses and richest herbage…’, 28 or ‘…the handsomest
Country I ever saw… the finest grass intermixed with a rich variety of herbs; the hills
have a look of a park and the Grounds laid out…’ 29 ‘The Grass here might be
mowed it is so thick and long, particularly on the flat lands…’ 30
‘…It is the finest sheep land I have seen since I left England… a great part of it
may be cultivated without felling a tree. Even the high ground is well-clothed in
grass and lightly timbered, though mostly thicker than the low ground. The
grass on the low ground equals a meadow in England, and will throw as good a
swathe.’ 31
How can Peter Andrews and Bill Gammage have such diametrically opposing
accounts about the environmental impacts of fire? Does the truth of one override the
truth of the other?
Their aims and objectives are essentially different, the history professor from the
Australian National University and the proactive, irrepressible farmer from the Hunter
Valley in NSW. Where might their forms and their narratives overlap? What history
and understanding of the Australian cultural landscape do they hold in common?

28. Ibid, P 32 Gammage quotes Henry Turnbull, “Associations” footnote 5, “1847. H Turnbull 45”, P 187
29. Gammage quotes Evans, “Associations” footnote 7, “Evans J 30 Nov, 6, 9-10 Dec 1813, HRA 1, vol 8,
170-1”, P 188
	
  
30. Gammage
quotes Evans, as above, P 188
31. Gammage quotes John Howe, “Associations” footnote 8, “5 Nov 1819. Campbell 1928, 239”, P 189
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Land and Landscape
‘Suppose then, that the true fraternity of man lay not in some rationally articulated
political formula requiring universal assent, but in the immense and venerable stock
of responses to nature that has been culturally encoded as myth.’ 32
‘…production is all about plants using sunlight and air to manufacture organic
compounds, and farming is (or should be) about recycling those compounds to
produce marketable products.’ 33

What are the requirements for a farm like Duck Island to qualify as a unit enacting
responsible stewardship of the sustaining earth?
In Back from the Brink, Peter Andrews is bold enough to lay out his formula for a
sustainable farm in Australia: the top third of the property kept as bush accumulating
fertility, the next level of cropping land exploiting that fertility, and the lowest level for
grazing, grasslands, capturing and recycling fertility as well as managing salt.
In March 2009 Lesley and I visited Tarwyn Park, Peter Andrews’ farm where he put
his levels of green plant material design into action. The plethora of critical weeds
challenged me, but I could see what he meant.	
  

‘The takeaway message,’ he said, as
we were leaving, ‘is written in the bush,
its extraordinary biodiversity, its ability to
replenish itself, the strength of the
natural systems over the last 10,000
years.’ 34
When I came to live at Duck Island in
1976 it was mainly watercourse flats
and swamps. There were thin ribbons of
low sandy hills, framing the
watercourses.
It was considered distinctly marginal
Peter Andrews at Tarwyn Park, 5:3:09.
country, a mixture of light sand hills,
seasonally inundated watercourse flats, and saline swamps.
Now, in 2014, our property size has increased with the purchase of areas of
neighbouring farms with different land types. Those differences have added
biodiversity, strengthened and increased our management options.

32. Sharma P 250
33. Andrews P 124
	
  
34. James Darling, Journal, 6:3:2009
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Adding biodiversity, it is not so difficult to be disciplined and keep cover on Duck
Island’s watercourse flats through the heat of the summer.
It is easier to see the tiers of the farm.
There is a dynamic whose choreography does not stop.
The options always shrink in a drought.
Drought is an inexorable leveller.
The threats to Duck Island include climate change, 650km of desiccating regional
drainage and being overrun by feral deer.
The politics and economies of beef production, the seasons, global markets, the
Australian dollar, all can swivel on a sixpence.
There are footsteps, echoing, the culture-creatures exposing themselves,
masquerading as if without history, as if without memory.
I am speaking as an Australian farmer, baggage upon baggage.
Simon Sharma describes myth as ‘…not as a historical phenomenon but as an
unchallengeable perennial mystery.’ 35
In the fraternity of man, the farmer is self-reliant and stoic, shaped by the natural
world, perched on a paradoxical pedestal as “salt of the earth”.
In Bill Gammage’s terms I am a pastoralist, not a farmer or a hunter-gatherer,
somehow in the middle level of his cultural hierarchy.
I am not happy with this. I am not happy about the limits of what is said and not
happy about the fullness of what is left out.
I am at best ambivalent to hierarchy.
I choose the outsider - always with doubts about stepping into unknown territory,
especially the territory of not-belonging, the territory of the mystery of others.
‘Country was not property. If anything it owned.’

36

Gammage quotes Bill Stanner, 1969:
‘No English words are good enough to give a sense of the links between an
aboriginal group and its homeland. Our word ‘home’, warm and suggestive though
it be, does not match the aboriginal word that may mean ‘camp’, ‘hearth’, ‘country’,
‘everlasting home’, ‘totem place’, ‘life source’, ‘spirit centre’ and much else all in
one. Our word ‘land’ is too spare and meagre.’ 37.

35. Sharma P 134
36. Gammage P 142
	
  
37. Gammage quoting Bill Stanner, 1969, P 143
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Sharma is wary of environmental history telling its dismal tale of displaced traditional
cultures, of land despoiled and exploited, as if pitting the sacred and the profane in
predictable and inequitable conflict.
He highlights the invention of the plough in the 7th century AD as the knife that
attacked the land, heralding the development of man as exploiter of nature.
One of Peter Andrews’ pet hates is the plough. Other anathemas include bare soil
which emits valuable carbon, thinking that weeds aren’t useful, stimulating and
diminishing soil health with fertilizers and chemicals, promoting monocultures,
burning instead of mulching, interfering with natural watertables, not understanding
the role of salt - the list could go on.

A young and curious malleefowl next to its mound. The nationally vulnerable malleefowl
are the only mound-building birds in arid land on the planet and a key focus for Duck Island
Partners’ conservation practices.
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The Art of Country
‘In its notions of time and soul, its demand to leave the world as found, and its
blanketing sea and land with totem responsibilities, it is ecological. Aboriginal
landscape is rightly seen as drenched with religious sensibility, but equally the
Dreaming is saturated with environmental consciousness. Theology and ecology are
fused.’ 38
‘The real problem… is whether it is possible to take myth seriously on its own terms,
and to respect its coherence and complexity, without being blinded to its poetic
power.’ 39
Simon Sharma’s words explode their fireworks like a fragmentation bomb.
Showers of sparks arch over Duck Island.
Mythic, poetic, invisible.
The farm, Duck Island, took its name from local lore, from those that ventured into
the watercourse bush, shooters most likely.
At the heart of our conservation land, the Duck Island Area asserts its edifice of red
gums, an oasis whose dense canopy stands above the flat of the surrounding
landscape. Many of its massive gums, especially those on the edges of the
watercourse, young trees in the days of indigenous Australia, have survived any
number of fires.
Over many years of advocacy, we were forbidden to burn.
On a hot, howling Tuesday in November 2006, when Lesley and I were finishing an
installation at Greenaway Art Gallery in Adelaide, lightning struck.
At least five fires lit Gum Lagoon Conservation Park. Fanned by the wind, they
became a single conflagration, which burnt into Duck Island. In little more than
afternoon, more than 7000ha of native vegetation and some of the most prolific
malleefowl habitat in Australia had been immolated.

The fire was so hot that only the wombats survived.
We were astonished at the frenzy of fresh fat holes
after the fire.
The Duck Island Area continued to burn for a month.

38. Gammage quoting Bill Stanner, 1969, P 13
39. Sharma P 134

	
  

	
  

In the Duck Island Area, a
pair of mature malleefowl,
who paced the earth like
stately galleons, did not
survive the heat of the fire.
Their immaculate mound,
built by generation upon
generation of birds, is
awaiting discovery and future
action.	
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Toppled red gum, Eucalyptus camaldulensis, burning from the inside out,
Duck Island Area, 20:12:06.

Voluminous skirts of bark
and litter smouldered at
the base of the gigantic
gums, until, ringed and
weakened by fire, they
toppled and crashed,
broken branches and
single trunks like
prehistoric skeletons, there
to disintegrate from the
centre, to be compost, and
whose last remains await
being consumed in the fire
of the future.

The collapse of a stone chimney marks a small hut which was burnt in the 1950s.
Once upon a time there were some sheep pens next to the hut. Early settlers used to
burn the bush and then put large flocks of sheep onto the rejuvenated green shoots
that came with rain after fire.
There are 2 stone-lined wedge holes whose gums growing through the rocks date
them from the 1870’s gold rush years.
There are spaces for strategic aboriginal campsites overlooking the floodwaters
where implements can be found.
Duck Island Area remains as evidence of generations of occupation.
In comparison with most of Australia, this region is young, very young. Land which
was pushed up from under the sea less than a million years ago, a hydrogeological
blink of the eye, when you consider the age of much of the continent is over 450
million years and some, two
billion and more.
Duck Island salt has marine
origins, whereas most of the
salt in the Australian
landscape has come from the
sky.
Luckily after the legacy of
blackened sticks and ash
came rain - and soon prolific
regrowth.
The lignotuber of the mallee gum sprouts through a layer of ash, 22:01:07.
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Some years later, a
small flood flowed into
the Duck Island Area
and young red gum
began to compete
with each other for
space and light by the
hundreds and
thousands. Beneath
their majestic
forebears, some
flourishing, some
dead, the
regeneration is fierce
and uplifting.

The Duck Island Area, 26:6:14.

	
  

I am mindful that the country of my stewardship, the country of my soul, may always
mean, has always meant, more to others.
‘Totems made clear how basic to the unity of creation an ecological perspective
is. All must care for the land and its creatures, all must be regenerated by care
and ceremony, no soul must be extinguished, no totem put at risk, no habitat
too much reduced. That mandate, not the theology, made land care purposeful,
universal and predictable…. The parks and puzzles Europeans saw in 1788
were no accident.’ 40
It is a function of art to unleash the imagination and show the way, to find direction,
to inform, to reveal the building blocks of cultural landscape, the interactions of
nature and human design.
Sharma’s understanding of landscape is anchored by tradition as a source of
illumination for the present and the future.
He speaks of nationalism, of culture, of what is different, distinctive and enduring.
Sharma sees the German complexity through the supremacy of their forests They
are dark, disturbing, dense with mythic memory, idealized, pure, transient, nature for
a natural race, an expression of military nationalism, narratives of force, hellish,
‘… the forest of myth returning again and again as Germany’s cultural identity’. 41
There is lightness as he careers through the English greenwood, its bounds of
discovery, the pious and the poetic, its associations with liberty, the anarchic justice
of outlaws, its hearts of oak, its links to ships and building, to national security, to
social and political order.
40. Gammage P 137
41. Sharma P 128
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In America Sharma highlights the place of the giant Sequoia gigantean, majestic,
framed as a botanical expression of heroic nationalism, nature’s temples of
veneration. The new frontier, the chosen land, providential, a gift to discover.

Frederick Edwin Church, American 1826-1900, Reverend Thomas Hooker Journeying through the
Wilderness in 1636 from Plymouth to Hartford, 1846, Oil on canvass, 40-1/4 x 60-3/16in, Museum
purchase, 1850.9, Wadsworth Atheneum of Art, Hartford, CT. USA.

Sharma describes an 1846 painting by Frederick Edwin Church.
‘And the Promised Land, it is apparent, is a dense woodland, not forbidding or
packed with heathen terror, but a sanctuary in the literal sense of holy asylum. Its
foliage trickles with sunlight; its waters run sweet and clear. It is the tabernacle of
liberty, ventilated by the breeze of holy freedom and suffused with the golden
radiance of providential benediction.’ 42
Yet in his cartwheeling, voluminous cavalcade of journeying through the forests,
rivers and rocks of Europe and the United States, the imprints of art and allegory,
wealth and death, blood and water, the memories of meandering rivers and
immeasurable oceans contrasting the stamp, the presence, the immutable eternity of
rock, it is self-evident that Sharma cannot take for granted human design, its
multitudinous plantings and its inevitable harvests, without including the power and
permanence of its substratum, the mulch of memory and myth.
Are we all talking about the same thing?

42. Sharma, Frederick Church, Hooker and company Journeying through the Wilderness from Plymouth to
Hartford, 1636, 1846, P 201
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Nolan, Drysdale, Boyd, Tucker, Williams, I remember those blasts in the face that
are now baggage and tradition. Don’t we carry Nolan’s Ned Kelly helmet, its
presence seared into our collective subconscious?
Do we know where we have come from and how we have arrived?
Do we know our encumbrances?
Do we know when are they folly, when felicity?
Who do we speak to and who speaks to us?
At the still point of the turning world, there are sounds and words and stories whose
poetry strike chords, internal and irrefutable, which resonate and seem part of us
before we came across them, recollections of what we already know and are
rediscovering, that openness to revelation, to what is yet to be found.

Sydney Nolan
Ned Kelly 1946
enamel paint on composition board
90.8 x 121.5 cm
National Gallery of Australia, Canberra
Gift of Sunday Reed, 1977
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Stewardship & the Sustaining Earth
‘The land was no passive space, but the Dreamtime’s timeless gift, wondrous beauty
and ageless duty. It was alive, giving, receiving, teaching, correcting, balancing.
People loved its beauty, its generosity, its wisdom.’ 43
‘The floodplains system functioned perfectly well for 6000 to 8000 years after the last
Ice Age – that is, until the last century or so. As soon as hard-footed animals and
agriculture were introduced, the system failed, for there were no longer reeds and
other plants to maintain the system.’ 44

It didn’t take long for sheep, cattle and horses to change the Australian landscape, to
significantly impact its hydrology and to devour or destroy fertility built up over vast
extended timescales. A steep decline in production and an unimagined fragility were
often the unforeseen results. The extent of land clearance was the main contributor.
‘The loss of carbons has been going on since the start of white settlement, with the
result that, according to one estimate, Australian landscapes contain one tenth the
amount of carbon they had 200 years ago.’ 45
Gammage also details the speed of degradation after sheep had been introduced,
describing how, in 2 years, 37 grass species had been overtaken by one weed, silk
grass, and that salted water, washaways, eroded gullies and bare clay followed.
Of course the settler’s first instinct was to see those areas of the luxuriant grasslands,
the most intimately managed areas by the Aboriginal people, as their most preferred
ground for agriculture and enterprise. ‘They took the best areas, the most refined
and beautiful country.’ 46 No wonder there was conflict. Grasslands were not
necessarily easy to find, not necessarily next to the sea or an inland waterway,
grassland was often remote, hemmed in by bush on all sides.
Gammage quotes the explorer Leichhardt’s observation (17:3:1845) that the
Australian landscape was essentially unpredictable ‘…that extremes so often meet;
the most miserable scrub, with open plain and forest land; and the most paralysing
dryness, with the freshest supply of water.’ 47
Our national anthem extolls droughts and flooding rains. But they can happen right
next to each other, side by side.
Gammage asserts that Aborigines managed Australia precisely and locally. He
describes family groups, getting help from clansmen or neighbours. They were
mobile. They didn’t depend on farming. Sometimes they did burn large areas, signals
in the sky, ‘…but ideally they lit small, carefully placed patches.’ 48.

43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.

Gammage, P 238
Andrews P 184
Ibid, P 116
	
  
Gammage
P 280
Gammage quotes Leichhardt, 1845, P 194.
Ibid, P 181
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In his section based around Adelaide, Gammage quotes:
‘Family groups worked fires, neighbours sometimes helping. About 20 – 30
people managed a yerta, a range, divided into a pangkarra, “a district or tract
of country belonging to an individual, which he inherits from his father… As
each pangkarra has its peculiar name, many of the owners take that as their
proper name, with the addition of the term burka.” Pangkarra names might
identify a dominant totem and template – red gum people, reed people, possum
people; personal names might signify a right and a duty to say how a
pangkarra should be managed, and declare an interest in the well-being of a
totem and its habitat.’ 49
He writes of extensive systems of canals, aqueducts and channels built in South
West Victoria, of a 1,000 acres of the crop millet (Panicum grass) on Cooper’s Creek
as well as the Darling and other places in NSW.
After describing a native granary on a platform built in a tree, Gammage quotes the
words of Arthur Ashwin, Newcastle Waters (NT), 1871, describing how he
‘…chanced upon … large wooden dishes…. filled with grass seed as large as
rice (Native Rice?) with the husk or the skin on the seed. I think it was a
species of rice which grows in the flooded country 40 or 50 miles in extent and
north of Newcastle Waters. There must have been about a ton of seed stored
there in 17 large dishes, full and all covered with paper-bark. The dishes were
nearly all five feet long and a foot deep, scooped out of solid wood.’ 50
It spoke of agriculture and the communal effort of provisioning for the future. It spoke
of design and organization, knowledge and proficiencies, all of which astonished
early Europeans. It spoke of a community of trust.
Australia was sparsely populated. 1788 management was conservative and included
drought, the lean times, as well as the good times. Mostly there was bounty, which
permitted time for ceremony, ritual being more effectual than cultivation. A mosaic of
dreaming and memory, linked by songlines, underwrote how to manage calibrated
abundance.
‘Songlines are places of refuge, of comfort, of communion. They affirm a powerful
message: the universe is one; all creation has a duty to maintain it; at the risk of your
soul, keep things as they are.’ 51
Nothing stays the same. We cannot keep things as they are, Change is immutable.
We need to rediscover and hold in common the memory and abundance of our
cultural landscapes.

49. Gammage “A capital tour” footnote 212: “BG; Chapman & Read 78; Twidale et al 115”, P 271.
50. Gammage quotes Arthur Ashwin, 1871, P 296
51. Ibid, P126
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I am brought back to Peter Andrews’ sustainable farm, its levels, its cyclical principle,
how the bush works. I saw the same sustaining nature at work in the precise tiers of
the rice paddies of Asia. I saw those tiers at Tarwyn Park.

There is a cultural overlap concerning the primacy of
grass for animals, for fertility and for managing salt where
Peter Andrews and Bill Gammage’s understanding of
Aboriginal management are in step.

The difficulty is how you
understand your own design,
how Duck Island fits, how
that design might work on
another scale, on another
slope and in another
environment, its application,
how to make the principles
work?	
  

Nowadays, the Australia estate is chopped into
thousands upon thousands of cadastral titles of all shapes and sizes that have no
resemblance to
landscape process.

James Darling & Lesley
Forwood,
Country,
3.5 tonnes mallee roots,
11.25m x 4,75m 0.45m ht,
Aug/Sept 2011, Hugo
Michell Gallery, Adelaide.
SA. 52

52. The shape is determined by the cadastral/mapping boundaries of the 7500ha which is owned by the artists.
The
	
   vertical and horizontal scales are deliberately different. The white line is Gum Lagoon Conservation Park.
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Lesley Forwood and I built the installation, Country, the land we own, to a vertical
scale and to a horizontal scale across a catchment and a watercourse. It spoke of
the contradictions and dichotomies between the legal design of cadastral land and
the custodial responsibilities entailed in the recognition of landscape process.
Australian land managers must deal with diminishing agricultural research,
decimated environmental budgets, and the implacable force of nature.
Peter Andrews implicitly qualifies the impact of his criticism of Aboriginal burning
when he said it took minimum time for the sheep, cattle and horses to destroy the
elevated, chain of ponds, step-down diffusion of the watercourses, by destroying the
plants that controlled them.
Faster flows then gouged through the country creating rivers whose greater depth
dropped the surrounding watertables, diminished green plant material, extended the
drying of country and threatened the life blood of the continent, the in-ground storage
of water.
How do contemporary farms use the natural processes as the basis of productivity,
loosen the addictions to fertilizer and chemicals, make the most of what is free, think
differently, especially those whose income is based on monocultures? Scientists
must rediscover and re-orchestrate the over-arching role of plants, the diversity of
plants and their elemental role in landscape management, especially plants that can
be companions in land use and fertility, for example, providing cover to ground after
grain crops are harvested.
But no matter what science and research we might bring to the task, we must know it
is a cultural landscape full of premonitions and exhortations, and that it is no simple
matter, the interaction of land and nature and people.
It is the role for criticism to question being blinded to the power of poetry, to question
the substratum, the sources, the pre-eminence of culture and tradition, and to finetune distinctions of how culture shapes natural landscape.
Parts of the Australian landscape are collapsing. The Murray-Darling system came
close to collapse not long ago.
Let us not test the environment’s redemptive powers to their exhaustion and collapse.
Precious little environmental decision-making at the political level is predicated on
landscape process.
The educator must have a warrior mentality, understanding the dynamics of conflict
and how to endure.
It is always reassuring that there are immediate rewards for good design, for the
fundamental and the fitting.
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Are we getting closer to a responsible stewardship of the sustaining earth?
In small and inspirational patches, yes, but otherwise no. The renaissance of
responsible stewardship requires a cultural reformation.
Then that reformation requires acknowledging the overlay of poetry, the mysteries of
meaning, our backpacks of history and memory.
Landscapes are culture.
Nature and design are works of the mind.
Nature is intelligence, body, landscape, planet, universe – from biggest to smallest.
Nature is energy and function.
Art is function, a critical informant.
In Australia, cultural landscapes exist as if unknown.
We must expect what we cannot imagine.
Nature is not a background.
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  2009.	
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  SA	
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  Committee,	
  2001	
  –	
  2007	
  
Chairman,	
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  Inc.,	
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  –	
  2006.	
  
Member,	
  SA	
  Reserve	
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  &	
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  Committee	
  to	
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  &	
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  1997	
  –	
  2003.	
  
Member,	
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  1998	
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  2001.	
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  Board,	
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  2000.	
  
Member,	
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  1988.	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
In	
  the	
  2007	
  Queen’s	
  Birthday	
  Honours	
  James	
  Darling	
  was	
  appointed	
  a	
  Member	
  in	
  the	
  General	
  
Division	
  (AM)	
  in	
  the	
  Order	
  of	
  Australia:	
  “For	
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  to	
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  and	
  the	
  environment,	
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  the	
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  of	
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  management	
  practices,	
  to	
  the	
  arts,	
  and	
  to	
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  community	
  of	
  Keith”.	
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James	
  Darling	
  &	
  Lesley	
  Forwood.	
  
	
  
Selected	
  mallee	
  root	
  installations	
  since	
  2001.	
  
2014	
  	
  “Sign	
  of	
  the	
  Times”,	
  Hugo	
  Michell	
  Gallery,	
  Adelaide,	
  SA,	
  Australia.	
  
2013	
  “River	
  to	
  Ocean”,	
  Art	
  Gallery	
  of	
  SA,	
  Adelaide,	
  SA,	
  Australia.	
  
2011	
  “Country”,	
  Hugo	
  Michell	
  Gallery,	
  Adelaide,	
  SA,	
  Australia.	
  
2011	
  “Fire	
  &	
  Roots	
  3”,	
  Landmarks	
  Gallery,	
  National	
  Museum	
  of	
  Australia,	
  Canberra,	
  Australia.	
  
2010	
  “Wall	
  Work	
  5	
  –	
  from	
  Kamojima	
  to	
  Kamojinja”,	
  Setouchi	
  International	
  Art	
  Festival,	
  Ogijima,	
  Seto	
  
Inland	
  Sea,	
  Kagawa	
  Prefecture,	
  Japan.	
  
2008	
  “Troubled	
  Water	
  –	
  Didicoolum	
  Drain	
  Extension”,	
  Biennale	
  of	
  Australian	
  Art,	
  Art	
  Gallery	
  of	
  
South	
  Australia,	
  Adelaide,	
  Australia.	
  
2007	
  “Everyone	
  Lives	
  Downstream	
  2”,	
  Samstag	
  Museum	
  of	
  Art,	
  Adelaide,	
  SA,	
  Australia.	
  
2006	
  “Coalescence,”	
  Greenaway	
  Art	
  Gallery,	
  Adelaide,	
  SA,	
  Australia.	
  
2006	
  “Circle1	
  –	
  Roots	
  across	
  the	
  World”,	
  Paris	
  Summer	
  Festival	
  2006,	
  La	
  Defense,	
  Paris,	
  France.	
  
2005	
  “Triangle	
  2”,	
  The	
  Esplanade,	
  Singapore.	
  
2004	
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  Work	
  4”,	
  Sherman	
  Galleries,	
  Sydney,	
  NSW.	
  Australia.	
  
2004	
  “Everyone	
  lives	
  downstream	
  ”,	
  Greenaway	
  Art	
  Gallery,	
  Adelaide,	
  SA,	
  Australia.	
  	
  
2003	
  “Wall	
  Work	
  3”,	
  Hazelhurst	
  Regional	
  Gallery	
  and	
  Arts	
  Centre,	
  Gymia,	
  NSW.	
  Australia.	
  
2003	
  “Malleefowl	
  nest	
  12:	
  Spring”,	
  Artspace,	
  Sydney,	
  NSW.	
  Australia.	
  
2002	
  “Planting	
  Roots	
  in	
  Paris”,	
  Australian	
  Embassy,	
  Paris.	
  France.	
  
2002	
  “Triangle	
  1”,	
  Centro	
  Culturale	
  Conde	
  Duque,	
  Madrid,	
  Spain.	
  
2001	
  “Malleefowl	
  nest	
  8	
  :	
  Autumn”,	
  Taidemuseo,	
  Pori,	
  Finland.	
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